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JHEP Second-Floor Renovation
Features Dialysis Den

The Jewish Home of Eastern PA is making major

improvements to better serve our residents. As the
needs of our elderly clients evolve, we are continually
reevaluating, reinventing, and redesigning our service
offerings. Every step we take improves lives on our
community. Our second-floor renovation will bring into
service what we describe as a “Dialysis Den”.

The Jewish Home is partnering with DaVita Dialysis to
develop the 1,200-square-foot Dialysis Den, which will
accommodate six residents who require dialysis at a
time. Our dialysis patient residents will receive the same
care in our dialysis unit that they would receive in a
dialysis center, without enduring the grueling regimen of
travel and delay. This service will be provided to dialysis
patients in need of short-term therapy and nursing
services as a bridge to their return home as well as our
long-term residents who currently have to travel for
their treatment.

Rendering of Dialysis Den

The Jewish Home will be the only rehab and skilled
nursing facility offering an on-site dialysis center in
the region which will significantly improve resident
quality of life and provide a more cost-effective care
model. Presently, residents in need of dialysis services
must travel to a dialysis center for treatment creating
challenges arranging transportation services to and from
the off-site center difficulties with care coordination, as
well as the additional strain on the resident. Offering
on-site dialysis services benefits everyone and will afford
better care team coordination, improved quality of life,
less disruption for residents, improved care outcomes,
and decreased costs.
We have chosen a partnership with the DaVita team
because they are clinically integrated across the health
care continuum with established relationships with local
nephrologists and the operational infrastructure to
support our on-site dialysis center. Their resident care
Continued on page 2

Jewish Home Pays Lasting Tribute To A Dear Friend, Al Reich

Al Reich is remembered for his modesty as much as his distinction as a hardworking
professional. His devotion to his parents, clients and the community at large was greatly
appreciated. Al was a highly respected member of the Jewish Home of Eastern PA board.
His memories are shared in this issue in articles by the JHEP on Page 3 and by Elan Gardens
on Page 10.

Continued from front cover

approach with quality and safety as a top priority aligns
well with the Jewish Home’s mission and operating
philosophies.
The addition of a dialysis center is just part of the second
floor project. The entire floor will be renovated to better
serve the clinical and rehabilitation needs of patients
needing short term skilled therapy and/or nursing care
between their discharge from a hospital and before
they are able to return to their home or community
with updated furnishings and fixtures, spa like bathing
facilities and many private rooms.
The model of care and programming for the entire
second floor will be tailored to the needs of patients
who have been released from the hospital following a
serious illness, injury, or surgery, but need more time to
recover before safely returning home. The renovated
unit will accommodate up to thirty residents in need of
transitional care between the hospital and home.
The project is budgeted to cost three and a half million
dollars and will be funded significantly from foundation
grants and individual donations. We expect construction
to begin in late March with completion expected in early
autumn.
“We are excited to offer on-site dialysis services to the
Rendering of Nursing Station

Rendering of Dining Area
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Scranton community,” said administrator Mary Rose
Applegate. “We have the opportunity to create a model
of care at The Jewish Home of Eastern PA that is unique
and not available in other nursing homes in our region.
Investing in this project simultaneously extends our
community reach, positions us for future sustainability
and improves the lives of our residents. It’s a further
example of the continuum of care the Jewish Home and
its sister communities provide for our constituents and
residents.”
“The Jewish Home has a proud history of providing quality
care to our community. We have built our reputation
on years of clinical excellence, and are grateful for the
support of our Board for the opportunity to live our
mission through this project,” she added.
The Jewish Home will be announcing opportunities
for donors in the very near future that will forge the
community to forever be part of this project.
The hallmark of The Jewish Home of Eastern PA is the
personal touch incorporated into everything we do.
That means one-on-one conversations, individualized
resident care, and family-focused decision making.
The physical enhancements we are making will further
accentuate the personal and emotional connections our
staff foster with our residents and their families daily.

Remembering Al Reich:

Philanthropist Extraordinaire

Al Reich was a modest, unassuming and hardworking professional who devoted himself to his
parents, his clients and the community at large. He was known to be a brilliant CPA who helped
many clients — large and small – to achieve success. Al was highly respected in the community
having served on the board of the Jewish Home, the Peckville National bank and other charitable
organizations. His advice and counsel were greatly valued.
Over the course of a long career and life, he amassed a sizable estate. As an only child and having
never married, he decided that he would designate the bulk of his estate to charity. His largest gift
which he made in his lifetime was to the Begin Museum in Israel. In recognition of that gift (the
largest in the history of the museum), a memorial garden was designed in memory of his parents
Louis and Anna Reich (see photo below). His will provided for a total of 40 charities to benefit from
his estate. Among them, the Jewish Home, Elan Gardens and the Foundation for the Jewish Elderly
were designated for meaningful bequests. Other community charities, secular and religious, were
likewise remembered by Al as he valued the services they add to the quality of life in NEPA.
In conversation, Al often expressed his desire to help the poor and feed the hungry thereby directing
many of his bequests to organizations dedicated to those missions.
The Jewish Home and Elan Gardens express appreciation to Donna Perechinsky who had a close
association with Al for over fifty years and continued when he resided in both facilities.
In recognition of Al’s devotion to the mission of caring for the aging, a fitting memorial will be
erected to honor and perpetuate his memory.
See a related story from Elan Gardens on Page 10
Photos: Alfred Reich (left) meets with Reuven Rivlin, President of Israel; Memorial plaque at the Begin Museum in Israel
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A Note From

Our Administrator

As 2022 arrived, I reflected on the challenges and changes that the Jewish
Home has undergone in the past two years. A global pandemic has made
a significant impact on all of us. We are not facing these challenges alone, as a senior care community or
as individuals. I don’t want to dwell on the pandemic, but rather recognize it as an impact and celebrate
that we are moving forward as we start to return to some normalcy, a little different from the past, but
forward and positive nonetheless.
• We have a strong, committed lay leadership in our board, advisory board members and other
supporters of our residents and the mission of the Jewish Home.
• As an organization, we have achieved a strong success with our high vaccine rates to help mitigate
the impact of COVID and continue to move forward. This tremendously helps us return to a more
open visitation and activity routine in our building.
• We have a strong strategic plan that is shaping our direction to upgrade our brand and recognition
in the community as a continuum of care model that supports our seniors in all phases of services;
from independent, supportive, rehab short term as well as longer term skilled nursing.
• We soon are about to start some exciting renovations to our physical plant that are referenced in
another article in our Journal. This will also have a tremendous impact our ability to care for residents
in need of short term rehabilitation. Providing a much-needed service of having a dedicated dialysis
den in our facility which will support a mix in service lines that ultimately will benefit our mission
moving forward for residents in need of services on both short and long term.
• We are fortunate to have a strong core of excellent staff both in our facility and in our supportive
corporate team from Affinity Health Services, who continue to work together to meet industry
challenges.
In closing, I want to thank our residents, families and friends for the support and confidence that you
have in us. We are pleased to share news from our community at the Jewish Home and welcome the
upcoming opportunities this year.
Mary Rose Applegate,
Administrator, Jewish Home of Eastern PA
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The 2021 Annual Fund Is In The Final Stretch

Marshall Kornblatt, Chairman of 2021 Annual Fund appreciation, not only to Marshall and other members
campaign, announces that once again this year’s drive of the committee for directing the campaign, but also
is receiving an enthusiastic response from the many conveyed his sincere appreciation to donors.
supporters of the Jewish Home.
“On behalf of the residents of the Jewish Home, we
He reported that, as we go to press, annual gifts have gratefully acknowledge your support,” said Alperin.
been steadily arriving. At this point, we have reached “Thank you for playing an important role in the care
$135,000 from 456 supporters. These gifts are vital to and welfare of our residents.”
supporting the needs of the Jewish Home. With the
campaign nearing its close, the committee members For those who wish, a donation may be made through
are urging all who have not yet responded to consider our website www.jhep.org . We plan to publish the list
making a gift as soon as possible.
of all of our donors in our next Journal edition, as we do
each year, as a way of expressing our sincere gratitude
James Alperin, President of Jewish Home, expressed his for everyone’s generosity.

You Have Connections At The Jewish Home

To assist you in reaching members of the staff, we are enclosing a directory of the most
frequently called extensions. Others can be reached by pressing 5 for the directory or pressing “0” for the
receptionist. The main number is (570) 344-6177.
Name
Anglin, Jim

Dept.
Director of Facilities

Ext. Name.
1128 McMahon, George

Dept.
Dietary Supervisor

Applegate, Mary Rose

Administrator

1101 Menachem, Ahava

Dir. of Life Enrichment 1113

Burman, Sue
Caviston, Carol
Chellino, Kathryn
Coulthard, Brian

Beautician
ADON
Admissions Nurse
Assistant Administrator

1115
1173
1136
1102

Ferranti, Amber

Director Social Services +4th
1154 Pepson, Kelly
fl.

Gibblets, Melissa

Therapy Manager

1139 Petrovsky, Joyce

Giuliani, Christine

HR Coordinator

1110 Rielly, Beth

2nd Floor
3rd Floor
4th Floor
5th Floor
Clinical Director 2nd &
3rdFloor
Accounts Receivable
Director of Food
Service

Harris, Nancy

Clinical Director-4th & 5th fl.

1133 Sandhaus, Samuel K.

Klemick, Lynn

Secretary

1109 Tetreault, Kevin

MacDonald, Gayle

Business Office Manager

1103 Wyant, Bryon

Nurses Station
Nurses Station
Nurses Station
Nurses Station

Ext.
1120

1142
1143
1145
1147
1134
1132
1119

Development Director 1170
Director of Project
Mgmt.
Social Worker-2th, 3rd
& 5th fl.

1159
1160

Clip & Save This List!
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New Social Services
Duo Is Dynamic!

Providing Social
Services to our
residents is a
critical function
and we are very
excited to introduce our Social Services team – Amber
Ferranti and Byron Wyant.

Byron Wyant, a Pittsburgh native, joined our staff in September of 2021. Byron brings a wealth of experience
to the department with a MSW from the University of
Pittsburgh and extensive experience in long-term care.
“I most enjoy spending time, one on one, with the residents.” Byron explained. “Helping others is what it’s all
about.”

Amber Ferranti, MSW, is a familiar face in a new role at
the Jewish Home of Eastern PA. After serving for five When time allows, it is not uncommon to catch Byron
years as a Social Worker, Amber was recently promoted playing a song for the residents on the acoustic guitar
to Director of Social Services.
he keeps in his office. It is the personal touch in his approach that has quickly endeared Byron to the residents
A Northeast, PA, native, Amber was a standout high and family members.
school soccer player and one-time Soccer Coach at
Keystone College. Amber earned her Master’s in Social Byron resides in Dunmore, PA, where he can be found
Work at Marywood College. She currently resides in the rooting for his native Steelers and Penguins, that is of
Mount Cobb area with her two St. Bernards.
course if he is not out cruising on his motorcycle!
Amber can be reached at extension 1154 or via email:
aferranti@jhep.org

Byron can be reached at extension 1160 or via email:
bwyant@jhep.org

Ahava Menachen To Lead
Life Enrichment
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The Jewish Home of Eastern Clinical Psychology as an undergrad and earned a
PA is proud to introduce Master’s in Education with specialization in Assessment
Ahava Menachem as our new & Measurement.
Director of Life Enrichment.
“One of my immediate goals is to improve Dementia
A Springfield, MA, native, Training for staff.” Ahava explained. “I also plan to
Ahava originally joined our improve the Life Enrichment activities of those Residents
team as a Life Enrichment Coordinator in 2020.
who prefer to stay in their rooms or are otherwise not
interested in group activities.”
“I enjoy working with the residents in an effort to
improve cognition through Life Enrichment activities.” Ahava resides in Scranton with her seven children and is
Ahava explained regarding her passion for the role.
currently working on earning her National Certification
as an Activities Director.
The JHEP was quick to recognize Ahava’s professional
approach to Life Enrichment, guided by her strong Ahava may be reached at extension 1113 or email:
educational background and credentials. Ahava studied amenachem@jhep.org

Our Team Is Always
Reaching For The Stars

The Jewish Home of Eastern PA received a 5-Star in
Quality Measures on its most recent Five-Star Ratings
report from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services. The Quality Measures component of the star
rating measures the quality of resident care provided
to all residents. This increase has moved our overall
quality score to a 3-Star rating as of January 2022.

These star rating improvements would not be possible
without our dedicated team members. Making such
significant scoring improvements in such a short time
is impressive at any time but to do so while continuing
through a pandemic is a phenomenal achievement.
Our team’s dedication and commitment to quality and
those we serve is inspiring.

The ratings can be found on the CMS Nursing Home
Compare Website and rank nursing facilities from one
to five stars. A one-star ranking is much below average,
while a five-star ranking is much above average. To help
seniors and loved ones make better informed decisions,
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
provides this rating system and updates it quarterly.
The Jewish Home of Eastern PA received a 5-Star in Quality Measures on its most recent Five-Star
The
Overall
Quality
is and
a composite
based
Ratings
report from
the Centersrating
for Medicare
Medicaid Services.score
The Quality
Measures
component of the star rating measures the quality of resident care provided to all residents. This
onincrease
three
areas
of
clinical
operations;
health
inspection
has moved our overall quality score to a 3-Star rating as of January 2022.
outcomes
over the previous three year period, direct
These star rating improvements would not be possible without our dedicated team members.
Making
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in such
a short time iseach
impressive
at anyand
time but
care
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provided
to each
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day,
to do so while continuing through a pandemic is a phenomenal achievement. Our team’s
quality
which
are
fifteen different
dedicationmeasures,
and commitment to
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thosebased
we serve ison
inspiring.
clinical measures.
Ratings for Jewish Home of Eastern Pennsylvania
Overall Quality

Health
Inspection

★★★

★★

Quality
Measures
★★★★★

Staffing

RN Staffing

★★★

★★★

The ratings can be found on the CMS Nursing Home Compare Website and rank nursing facilities
from one to five stars. A one-star ranking is much below average, while a five-star ranking is much
above average. To help seniors and loved ones make better informed decisions, the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services provides this rating system and updates it quarterly. The Overall
Quality rating is a composite score based on three areas of clinical operations; health inspection
outcomes over the previous three year period, direct care staffing provided to each resident each
day, and quality measures, which are based on fifteen different clinical measures.

Resident and Family Satisfaction At
JHEP Remains High
Our annual satisfaction survey results are in and
overall satisfaction with the care and services
provided at The Jewish Home was 89%, which is a
slight increase over the 2020 results. The overall score
is a composite score of the eight areas measured
through the survey. Those areas include; First
Impressions, Administrative Support, Care Team and
Services, Activities, Dining Experience, Environmental
Services, COVID-19 Pandemic Response, and General
Summary.

The two areas with the greatest improvement in scoring
were ratings of the dining experience and the facility’s
pandemic response. Residents and family members
rating of our pandemic response showed the greatest
improvement, increasing by 16 percentage points
over the prior year. The second highest was dining
experience satisfaction, with a 7 percentage point
improvement.

We are grateful for all who took the time to complete
the survey and provide valuable feedback to our
leadership team on the measured areas of operations.
We value the information received and will utilize it to
continue building upon our strengths and address any
areas where we might improve.
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Jewish Home Life Enrichment
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A View From The Administrator Of Elan Gardens

Dear Friends,
Many of you may have had the pleasure of knowing Al Reich. Al was a very successful
and very generous individual. He ran a profitable accounting practice and many of his
clients attribute his financial expertise in helping them succeed. However, amidst his
vast success, he continued to live a very modest life. He did not spoil himself with lavish
luxuries. Instead, Al was a man who cared about people. He especially loved and adored
his parents. To show his admiration, he had a memorial garden at the Menachem Begin
Center in Jerusalem created in their memory.
Prior to making Elan Gardens his home, Al had often come to various religious services
and holidays held on-site. He loved to mingle and socialize with everyone on his visits.
Al was very popular with the staff and we had the pleasure of taking care of him in his
later years. He remembered Elan and various other Jewish organizations near and far,
after his passing. A substantial donation was left to Elan Gardens, for which we are very
grateful and appreciative. Al’s generosity, as well as the generosity of all our donors, help
to ensure the viability of our organization for many years to come! A big thank you to all
those who continue to remember Elan Gardens. Your kindness and support are greatly
appreciated!
Take care and be well,

Mia Jacobs

Executive Director
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Connie holds her cards close!
She enjoys learning new card
games at Elan Gardens.
Bob Cummings gives a presentation on the
Titanic. In Bob’s earlier years, he presented on
various topics at Marywood University. Bob is a
man with many, many talents.

On Thanksgiving. We all had quite
the feast! Steve, pictured above,
helps staff fill their vehicles with a
generous donation of produce..

We salute our Veterans! Bob, Jim, Neil, and
Ed have bravely served and protected our
country. We celebrate them and show our
gratitude at our Veterans Day party.

2021 marked Elan Gardens 25th
Anniversary! Ruth and Paula are shown
celebrating at our Black and White
Anniversary party!
Party on the patio is always a Summer and
Springtime favorite! Billie, Estelle, Betty and Lynn
enjoy the outdoor lunch gathering.
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You Can Make A Difference

You can make a difference in the lives of the Jewish Home’s residents while honoring or memorializing a friend or loved
one. Please contact the Jewish Home’s Business Office Secretary Lynn Klemick at (570)-344-6177 extension 1109 for
information. Your generosity will be greatly appreciated.
LIFE ENRICHMENT DEPARTMENT-Heightens awareness to
encourage mental function
$1-$5 Word Search Books
$6 Scented Lotion
$5 Playing Cards
$5-$10 Adult Coloring Books
$10 Food Coloring for Crafts
$10-$20 Craft Supplies
$10-$50 Personal Listening Devices
(Portable CD Players)
$13 Package of Pocket Journals
$15 Exercise Balls
$18 Conversation Balls
$19 Drum Sticks
$20 Large Table Puzzle
$20-$30 Tactile Sensory Items
$20-$30 Baby Doll Accessories
$20 Jigsaw Puzzles w/Magnetic Pieces
$25 Sensory Gel Maze
$27 Crayons
$30 Molding Clay
$36 Colored Pencils
$36 Fragrance Oils
$37 Mason Jars
$40 Hand Towels
$40-$50 CD/Radio for resident rooms
$40-$50 CD/Radio Player
$40-$50 Companion Dolls
$60 Amazon Fire Tablet
$120 Towel Warmer
$150 Live Entertainment
$225 Library Cart

DIETARY DEPARTMENT-Creating tasty, nutritious meals
served in an elegant environment
$30 Coffee Carafe
$50-$100 Serving Platters/Bowls for Parties
$55 Air Pots for Coffee & Hot Water
$75 Ice Tea, Lemonade & Water Pitchers
$75 Party Decorations for Special Occasions
$100-$250 Table Skirts
$500 Serving Carts
$4000 Robot Coupe (Commercial Food Processor)
NURSING DEPARTMENT-Compassionate, skilled care in a
state-of-the-art facility
$150 Oxygen Conserver
$200 Tympanic Ear Thermometer
$250 Slings for Lifts
$250 Pulse Ox Machine
$300 Pressure Reduction Mattress
$500 Wheelchair
$600 Reclining Chair
$600 Low Air Loss Mattress
$650 Apex Lift
$800 Oxygen Concentrator
$2,000 Resident Beds
$3,600 Sit to Stand Lift
$4,200 Viking Lift			
REHAB THERAPY DEPARTMENT-Renews our residents’
physical well being and self esteem by focusing on
restoring their skills.
$2,204 Ultra Sound Machine
$3,500 Care Form Chair Specialized Positioning
$4,000 Omnicycle

SPECIAL GIFTS FEBRUARY 2022
Carol O’Neil
In honor of our residents
Wheelchair/Walker, Colorful Bags
Frances Silver
In memory of Maurice Yale Alpert
12 Chumash

Frances Silver
In memory of Israel Silver
Chumash
Sivanne Guenoun
In honor of our residents
Connect 4 Games (2) and Chess/Checkers Set

CHAPEL FUND

Mr. & Mrs. Harris Cutler
(Rosh Hashanah Greetings)
Robert Rossi & Co.

GENERAL DONATIONS

Lillian Kornblatt
(In Memory)
Rabbi and Mrs. Zvi Perlman

Mia Jacobs
(Rosh Hashanah Greetings)
Robert Rossi & Co.

*Eileen Baine
Gilda Franzese
*of blessed memory

Rabbi Boruch Saks
(In Memory)
Gary Schectman

Rhoda Mellner
(Get Well)
Marlene Lieber

DOBRIN-GOLDSTEN
MEMORIAL FUND

Dr. Irvin Orel
(Get Well)
Dorie Spiegel

Shirley Basch
Alan Goldstein

Mary Hanley
(In Memory)
Faye and Richard Bishop

Harris Cutler
(In Honor)
Sue Severe & Gershon

HAPPINESS FUND
IN HONOR OF:

James Alperin
(In Honor)
Sare Family Foundation
Mary Rose Applegate
(Rosh Hashanah Greetings)
Robert Rossi & Co.
*Eileen Baine
(Birthday)
Marlene Lieber
*Eileen Baine
(Get Well)
Marlene Lieber
Donald Bernstein
(In Your Honor)
Joe & Tamara Maltese
Fern Blum
(Get Well)
Marlene Lieber
Scott Cooper
(Speedy Recovery)
Lew & Mary Lampert

Helen Pinkus
(In Honor)
Jane & Russell Greene
Rabbi Samuel & Sonia Sandhaus
(Rosh Hashanah Greetings)
Robert Rossi & Co.
Mr. & Mrs. Lenny Scheck
(Rosh Hashanah Greetings)
Robert Rossi & Co.
Suzanne Severe
(Get Well)
Marlene Lieber
Frimi Stahler
(Rosh Hashanah Greetings)
Robert Rossi & Co.
Doris Stamper
(Get Well)
Marlene Lieber
Goldye Weinberger
(Special Birthday)
Lynn Pearl

The Fessenden Family
Logene Britton
Robert Rossi & Co

Irvin Bartoletti
Alan Goldstein

Bob Bendner
Alan Goldstein
Rose Chaskin
Shelley Block
Delores Cleary
Alan Goldstein
Mother of Dr. Norman Feinsmith
Alan Goldstein
Mary Goldstein
Alan Goldstein
Marie Nesko
Mildred Davis & Alan Goldstein
Nicholas Percival
Alan Goldstein
Ben Weinberger
Alan Goldstein

DOBRIN-GOLDSTEN HAPPINESS FUND
*Rose Chaskin
(Get Well)
Alan Goldstein

Dr. Mordechai Moritz
(Special Birthday)
Alan Goldstein
Dan Ross
(Birthday)
Alan Goldstein
*of blessed memory
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Eileen Baine
Marlene Lieber
Dr. Alan Friedman

MEMORIAM FUND IN MEMORY OF:

Robert Fleeger
Sidney Newman

Judy Migdail
Sidney Newman

Josephine Scalzo
Joseph Jankauskas & Family

Joseph Eisenberg
Marvin & Brauna Fortgang

Sheila Miller
Jill Miller & Tom Foley, Jr

Deborah Eisenberg
Marvin & Brauna Fortgang

Timothy Millett
Lynn Pearl

Jim Hannan
Peggie Hannan

Robert Phillips
Nancy & Stephen Furman

Israel Silver
Mr. & Mrs. Tim Messer
Joseph & Sharon Keating
Rudy & Dawn Bazelmans
Teresa Durand
Mark Maguire
Sherie & Sam Libber

Gene Kane
Lynn Pearl

Donald Preven
Eleanor Liberman & Family

Beverly Gelb Klein
Sidney Newman

Al Reich
Harris & Janice Cutler

Ben Weinberger
Sidney Newman
Lynn Pearl

Ned Cohen
Lynn Pearl

Ruth & David Kogel
Arthur Cader

Mildred Rothenberg
Pete’s Garage LLC

Leonard Weiss
Frank Family Circle

David Dickstein
Sidney Newman
David Hollenberg & Linda
Bantel
Alan Friedman

Howard Kramer
Sandy Lubaroff & Family

Rabbi Boruch Saks
Eleanor Liberman
Jim & Patty Alperin

Raymond Wojewodski
Maria Pappa

Ken Lichtenwaler
Eleanor Liberman & Family

Betty Lou Saville
Joe & Sara Ross
Richard & Elisa Dunleavy
Matthew Kennedy
Bette Lee Kennedy
Monica & Roy McIlwee
The Butler Family
Shannon Kennedy
NALC Branch 17
Laura Kennedy

Cut off date 02/15/2022

Karen Beppler
Paulette Calderone
Vince & Anne Martino
Syma Eisenberg Blum
Marvin & Brauna Fortgang
Rose Chaskin
Yolanda & Neil Moyer
Lynn Dumoff
Kimberly Dumoff & Family
Sharyn Solomon
Rochelle Myers

Maxine Ehrenpreis
Dorie Spiegel
Sidney Newman
Eleanor Fessenden
Robin O’Hearn
G. Paul Fishman
Arthur Cader

Larry Mark
Sidney Newman
Gary Bonk
Clark Mark
Stuart Stahler

Peter Slipak
Vita Slipak

2021 DONATIONS TO ELAN GARDENS
MEMORIALS
Eileen Baine
Ruth Gelb
Mildred Weinberg
Don Dembert
Ilise and David Rubinow
Carol Fishbein
Mildred Weinberg
Dr. Errol Goldstein
Molly Grossinger
Father of Rabbi Dovid Saks
Ilise and David Rubinow
Mrs. Michael Inver
Anonymous
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Beverly Kanig
Molly Grossinger

Mother of Mrs. Abby Smith
Ilise and David Rubinow

Beverly Klein
Steve and Renee Bellin
Marvin Goldstein
Molly Grossinger
Mark and Harriet Noble

Jane Oppenheim
Mildred Weinberg
Rachel Weisberger

Hanard Kramer
Jill and Howard Fragin
Mrs. Mark Larson
Bob and Dale Hersh
Dorothy Markowitz
Jill and Howard Fragin
Mother of Deborah Nesko
Paula Wasser

Phil Rosenstein
Bob and Dale Hersh
Ilise and David Rubinow
Mrs. Leo Vergnetti
Harris and Janice Cutler
Judy Wolff
Jill and Howard Fragin
CELEBRATIONS
In Honor of David Fiebus
Being Hatan Bereshit

Jill and Howard Fragin
In Honor of Mildred
Weinberg’s Grandson’s Bar
Mitzvah
Ruth Gelb
ELAN GARDENS GENERAL
DONATIONS
Abington Senior Community
Center
Alan Goldstein
Jewish Federation
Fran Alamar Gelb
Susan Jacobson
Ann and Ed Monsky
Pinkus Charitable
Foundation
Rossi & Co.
Saul and Shawn Levy

Greetings From Webster Towers!
Pamela Goodall, Building Administrator

In just a month or so the warmer weather will be creeping
in on us and the days will be getting longer. I must admit
I’ve always been fond of the four seasons but with each
passing winter the cold air seems to just get colder!

Entering the doors of Webster Towers is like a new
season every day. We have kept our residents busy over
the cold months with Socrates Café, Wii Bowling, exercise
hours, guest speakers including Rabbi Saks and our annual
Holiday and Valentine Parties.
We are a small community, so it is an advantage that Jackie Dructor, Human Service
Coordinator, and I are able to really stay involved with our residents. We take pride in
keeping our residents busy, well informed, safe, and relaxed.
Over the next several months, our goal is to finally wrap up our kitchen installations and
spruce up our hallways. We are always open to resident suggestions! Our Community
Room has been refurbished with new carpeting, paint, and new furniture. It provides a
pleasant and comfortable meeting place for our residents.
As always keep peace, love, and hope in your heart!
Be Well and Stay Safe.
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Jewish Home Auxiliary
Calendar of Events 2021-2022

Volunteer Recognition/Closing
Purim Party
Installation Luncheon
Sunday, March 13, 2022
Thursday, May 26, 2022
2:30 pm
12:30 pm
Board Meeting
Tuesday, March 29, 2022
1:00 pm

Father’s Day Party
Sunday, June 19, 2022
2:30 pm

Mother’s Day Party
Sunday, May 8, 2022
2:30 pm

Summer Picnic
Sunday, July 24, 2022
2:30 pm

Due to current pandemic functions are subject to change.

